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Cameleon is much more than just a resynthesis engine, with an extensive engine-independent sound modelling tools, including the ability to retune a
sound, and to carry out general changes such as the dynamics of sound, EQ, filter and amplifier parameters. Most notably though, it has a powerful
synthesis engine that is perfect for musical production, with three text-to-voice transformations. For autotune of samples, there are three choices:
Normalize, Harmonize or Retune, while for monophonic sources (i.e. with no chordal accompaniment) there are three choices: Fast, Sequential or

Randomize. For polyphonic sources there are six choices: Normalize, Harmonize, Pitch Stretch, Retune, Pad and Legato. That only leaves one thing: the
sound quality. I have not yet had a chance to audition the Camel Audio Camel Phat in concert (my next synth is due to arrive in the next few days) but, on

the basis of the demos, and the review of the X-Lab Catwave and Syntellect C24, I'd be surprised if it could do any worse. While the Catwave is
exceptional in its ability to produce dense, high quality synthesis, it is somewhat limited in its rhythmic and melodic diversity. The C24 offers a

comparable amount of control, albeit a little less dense synthesis and more subtle touch-sensitive keystitching, and also sounds a little clinical compared
to the Camel Phat. Still, as both are polyphonic, polyrhythmic synths, it shouldn't be too hard for Camel Audio to bring the two together - though they'll

have to be very careful not to exaggerate this. All in all, the Camel Audio Camel Phat is a terrific sounding sample-based synth, with three novel
approaches to texture synthesis which offer the user enormous control over their chosen sounds. As the first synth of this type in the world, we'll be

seeing many new versions emerging in the future.
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